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Abstract

Mono-Component Multiparameter Acoustic Full
Waveform Inversion for 2D VTI Media Using
Converted Wavefields
Youngjae Shin
Department of Energy Systems Engineering
The Graduate School
Seoul National University
For realistic imaging of subsurface media, seismic anisotropy is an important
physical property that determines the seismic velocity according to propagation
angles. To estimate anisotropic parameters efficiently using full waveform
inversion (FWI), the acoustic approximation of elastic wave equation has been
introduced, which is categorized as the decomposed equation and the coupled
equation. The decomposed equation is computationally efficient and does not
generate the shear-wave artifacts, but has the limitation that the numerical scattering
potential for anisotropic parameter perturbations is quite different from the
theoretical elastic scattering potential. In contrast, the coupled equation, which
comprises vector-components, produces comparable the radiation patterns of
partial derivative wavefield to elastic scattering theory, but suffers from severe
numerical errors during forward modeling.

i

To overcome the limitations of conventional methods, I propose a new strategy to
produce the correct gradient direction with the mono-component-based modeling
for 2D acoustic VTI media. By converting pressure to vector wavefields using the
equation of motion and the staggered-grid set, the vector-based gradients are
constructed, which are consistent with elastic scattering theory. In addition, because
the pressure wavefields are calculated by the decomposed equation with the monocomponent, the computational cost of the new strategy is much lower than the
vector-based wave equation. Also, the numerical artifacts depending on anisotropic
parameters are not generated in the new strategy.
The proposed method yields comparable PP scattering patterns for anisotropic
parameters to those obtained theoretically and numerically under the elastic
assumption. Also, the symmetric sensitivity kernel is constructed using the new
strategy, which conforms to reciprocity between source and receiver. To
demonstrate the feasibility of the new strategy, numerical examples for the simple
syncline, Marmousi and BP model are performed with different source and receiver
configurations. In the conventional method, an unwanted trade-off occurs due to
the incorrect gradient direction for the anisotropic parameters, but in the proposed
method, the anisotropic parameters are updated in the correct gradient direction
corresponding to elastic scattering theory, while retaining computational efficiency.
Keywords: acoustic modeling, vertically transverse isotropic, full-waveform
inversion, scattering pattern, multiparameter
Student number: 2014-21410
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Seismic exploration uses controlled seismic sources for discovering
commercially economic subsurface deposits of oil, gas and mineral. The seismic
wave propagating from sources is reflected or refracted depending on the physical
properties of subsurface media and recorded at receivers (Figure 1-1). From the
recorded seismic data, we can image structures of subsurface media and estimate
physical properties with seismic processing technique. Seismic survey plays an
important role in oil and gas exploration because it can provide a wide coverage of
subsurface media unlike drilling and help to discover reservoirs and estimate
reserves.
Full waveform inversion (FWI) has been highlighted as a promising technique
to estimate the physical properties for subsurface image by minimizing residual
between modeled and field data (Lailly, 1983; Tarantola, 1984; Virieux and Operto,
2009). There are various types of physical properties such as seismic velocities (Pand S- wave), density and anisotropic parameters. Since FWI is basically a nonlinear optimization problem, it is difficult to estimate reasonable physical properties
due to local minima as the number of inverted parameters increases. Therefore,
acoustic inversion of estimating P-wave velocity or elastic inversion under the
isotropic assumption has been mainly applied ignoring the anisotropic parameters.

1

Figure 1-1. Schematic image of seismic exploration.

2

Seismic anisotropy determines seismic velocities over the propagation angles
(Daley and Hron, 1979) and is commonly encountered in sedimentary basin such
as shale, which is characterized as vertically transverse isotropic (VTI) media. In
VTI media, which is symmetric along the vertical axis of the materials, the
horizontal velocity is faster than the vertical velocity in most cases. Under the
isotropic assumption that differences between velocities along propagation
directions are ignored, the information of traveltime in modeled data are not exactly
matched with that of field data. Therefore, the estimation of subsurface anisotropic
properties plays an important role in locating subsurface reflectors to the right
positions.
Under the realistic physical assumption, elastic FWI based on elastic modeling
is one of the solutions to provide both reliable subsurface images and elastic
properties such as density and the ratio of P-wave and S-wave velocities for
reservoir characterization, and has been successfully applied in real data in isotropic
media (Pan et al., 2018a; 2019). However, it is still difficult to obtain reasonable
results by elastic FWI due to the complex mode conversion, strong surface waves
and trade-off issues. In addition, elastic FWI suffers from high computational costs,
particularly in 3D data inversion. For these reasons, FWI for elastic media has been
performed under the acoustic and isotropic assumptions. However, those
assumptions cause significant errors, specifically for the long-offset data that FWI
mainly relies on (i.e. diving wave data).
To consider anisotropic properties, the acoustic-approximation of elastic wave
equations has been introduced. Many studies have been devoted to improvement of
the accuracy and stability of the acoustic-based modeling and inversion algorithms
for anisotropic media (Alkhalifah, 2000; Zhou et al., 2006; Duveneck et al., 2008;
Song and Alkhalifah, 2013; Xu and Zhou, 2014; Xu et al., 2015). Alkhalifah (2000)
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introduced an acoustic-approximation for VTI media by setting the S-wave velocity
along the symmetry axis to zero. By separating S-waves from the elastic wave
propagation, we can only simulate the propagation of P-waves, which enhances
computational efficiency. Zhou et al. (2006) rearranged the fourth-order differential
equation by introducing the auxiliary variables to obtain a couple of second-order
differential equations, and Duveneck et al. (2008) presented another coupled system
of pseudo-acoustic P-wave modeling by combining the linear stress-strain
relationship and the equation of motion, which are called the coupled equation. On
the other hand, Xu and Zhou (2014) decomposed the original pseudo-differential
operator into the Laplacian and scalar operators, which is called the decomposed
equation. The main advantages of the decomposed equation compared to the
coupled system are that it does not generate the shear-wave artifacts and the
computational cost is significantly reduced. Furthermore, the decomposed equation
can be easily extended to TTI and rotated orthorhombic media while suppressing
shear wave artifacts at the symmetric axis. Xu et al. (2015) proposed the elliptical
operator instead of the Laplacian operator, which gives more balanced amplitudes
and reduces numerical errors for strongly anisotropic media.
In multiparameter anisotropic FWI, it is essential to understand the scattering
potential of inversion parameters (so-called radiation pattern) to minimize the tradeoff between model parameters. For this purpose, many FWI algorithms using
different acoustic-approximated modeling schemes have been presented for
anisotropic media (Operto et al., 2013; Gholami et al., 2013a, 2013b; Le et al., 2015;
Masmoudi and Alkhalifah, 2017). Based on the coupled system of pseudo-acoustic
wave equation in VTI media (Duveneck et al., 2008), Gholami et al. (2013a)
analyzed the scattering potential of anisotropic parameters from the different
parameterizations and suggested an appropriate combination of anisotropic
parameters for inversion considering the data acquisition and the quality of initial
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model. Le et al. (2015) used a linear pseudo-differential equation (Xu and Zhou,
2014) and derived anisotropic FWI using the first-order Born perturbation modeling
to linearize the forward equation and the adjoint method. Masmoudi and Alkhalifah
(2017) applied the elliptic decomposition (Xu et al., 2015) for acoustic
orthorhombic FWI and analyzed the gradient with a practical set of model
parameters.
The scattering potentials for model parameters have been theoretically
described from elastic scattering theory (Wu and Aki, 1985; Tarantola, 1986;
Tsvankin, 1997; Alkhalifah and Plessix, 2014; Oh and Alkhalifah, 2016a; Kamath
and Tsvankin, 2016; Pan et al., 2016; Kim and Min, 2014). However, the numerical
scattering potential of anisotropic parameters by the acoustic-approximation with a
single component for anisotropic media (Xu and Zhou, 2014) has not been
examined yet. Therefore, it is necessary to verify that a pseudo differential wave
equation with a single component can produce the radiation pattern of partial
derivative wavefield with respect to anisotropic parameters corresponding to elastic
scattering theory.
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1.2 Research objectives
For the acoustic approximation in 2D VTI media, the decomposed equation,
which consists of the mono-component, is advantageous in forward modeling in
terms of calculation efficiency and numerical stability. However, in case of using
the mono-component-based wave equation, the scattering patterns for anisotropic
parameters are not consistent with the theoretical scattering patterns based on elastic
wave equations. An incorrect gradient can cause unwanted trade-off between model
parameters and changes the range of dominant wavelength that determines the
resolution of model update. The coupled system, which is composed of vectorcomponents, yields similar scattering patterns conforming to elastic scattering
theory, but has severe numerical errors with strong anisotropy.
To overcome the limitation of the conventional methods, a new strategy to
calculate the correct gradients of anisotropic parameters is proposed based on
converted vector wavefields using the staggered-grid and the equation of motions.
With the proposed approach, the calculation of modeling is performed by the
decomposed equation, and the vector-based gradient which is consistent with elastic
scattering theory is constructed by the converted particle displacements.
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Chapter 2. Acoustic modeling for 2D VTI media

2.1 Linear elasticity of earth media
From the generalized Hooke’s law, the stress-strain relationship can be defined
in a linear elastic medium as follows:

 ij  Cijkl ekl ,

(2-1)

where  ij , ekl denote a stress, strain and stiffness tensor, respectively. Cijkl is an
elastic moduli or a stiffness tensor. In 3D case, the subscript i, j, k and l become x,
y, z or 1, 2, 3. Because the stress and strain tensor contain 9 components, the
stiffness tensor has 81 components. The number of elastic moduli can be reduced
to 21 due to the symmetry of the stress and strain tensor (  ij =  ji , eij = e ji ) and the
elastic moduli ( Cijkl  Cklij ). Thus, we can express the stress-strain relationship with
symmetry of tensors in a matrix form as follows:
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(2-2)

The stiffness tensor in orthorhombic anisotropic media (Tsvankin, 1997), which has
three mutually orthogonal planes, contains 9 components as follows:
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In VTI media, where the material is symmetric along the vertical axis, the elastic
moduli can be reduced as follows:
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In 2D VTI media, there are four components in the stiffness tensor as follows:

C11 C13
C  C13 C33
 0
0

0 
0  .
C55 

(2-5)

The 2D VTI elastic wave equations based on the particle accelerations can be
expressed by the stress-strain relation and the equation of motion as follows:
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1
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 2 xx
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(2-6)

a
 2 zz
a
 C13 x  C33 z  f zz ,
2
t
x
z
 2 xz
 a a
 C55  z  x
2
t
z
 x


,


where ax and az are the particle accelerations in the horizontal and vertical axes,
respectively; ρ is the density; and f

xx

and f are the horizontal and vertical
zz

sources, respectively. Thomsen (1986) proposed the Thomsen parameters (ε, δ and
γ) to quantify the velocity over the propagation angle based on weak anisotropy
assumption. The seismic velocities (P- and S- wave) and the Thomsen parameters
can be expressed by the stiffness tensor as follows:
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vP 0 

C33

vS 0 

C44






C11  C33
2C33



(C13  C44 ) 2  (C33  C44 ) 2
2C33 (C33  C44 )



C66  C44
,
2C44

(2-7)

where vP 0 and vS 0 are the vertical P- and S-wave velocities, respectively. ε
determines the difference between the vertical and horizontal P-wave velocity, δ
affects the shape of wavefront and γ describes the difference between vertical and
horizontal S-wave velocities. Therefore, the stiffness tensor can be replaced with
seismic velocities and the Thomsen parameters for 2D VTI media as follows:

C11  vP2 0 (1  2 ) ,
C33   vP2 0 ,

(2-8)

C44   vS20 ,

C13  (C33  C44 )2  2 C33 (C33  C44 )  C44 .
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2.2 Decomposed equation (mono-component)
The acoustic approximation of elastic wave equation for anisotropic media has
been introduced by setting the S-wave velocity along the symmetry axis to zero
(Alkhalifah, 2000) to reduce computational cost and focus on the quasi P-wave
component because seismic surveys mainly deal with P-wave data (Liner, 2004).
Various modeling techniques have been developed to overcome the disadvantages
of the original equation, which can be categorized as the decomposed equation (Xu
and Zhou, 2014; Xu et al., 2015) and the coupled equation (Zhou et al., 2006;
Duveneck et al., 2008).
The decomposed equation is derived from the original pseudo-differential
wave equation for VTI media (Alkhalifah, 2000) under the plane wave assumption.
The scalar pseudo-differential equation for VTI can be expressed by

2


 2
 2 P vP 0 2   2
2
2 
2 2 

(1

2

)


(1

2

)


8(



)
P  0,
 2

t 2
2  x 2
z 2
x
z 2 
x 2 z 2 




(2-9)

where P is the pressure wavefield. Because Equation 2-9 is decoupled with the
elastic wave equation in Equation 2-6, the amplitude of wavefields can be different,
but the phase information is consistent with elastic quasi-P-waves. This is because
the dispersion relation is the same as that of elastic quasi-P-wave. We can transform
Equation 2-9 into the frequency-wavenumber domain:

2

v 2k  2
2
  2  P0
 nx (1  2 )  nz 
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2 2
z

2
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 8(   )nx2 nz2   P  0,
 

(2-10)

where ω is the angular frequency, ⃗𝐤 = (kx, kz) is the spatial wavenumber vector
⃗⃗ = (nx, nz) is the unit vector of phase
along the horizontal and vertical axes and 𝐧
direction. Xu and Zhou (2014) define an auxiliary scalar operator S as

1
S  1  2 nx2 
2

1  2 n 

2 2
x


 8(   )nx2 nz2  .


(2-11)

Then, we can take inverse transform Equation 2-10 into the space-time domain with
the scalar operator S as follows:

2 P
    vP 0 2 S P   0 .
t 2

(2-12)

After introducing the scalar operator, we can decompose the original acoustic
pseudo-differential wave equation into the Laplacian and scalar operators.
Although the anisotropic terms are not affected by the spatial derivatives in the
wave equation, we need to take inverse Fourier transform of the scalar operator,
which results in heavy computational cost. Because the scalar operator is not
sensitive to the signs of unit vectors, the unit vectors of phase directions can be
replaced with the divergence of wavefield to avoid taking the inverse Fourier
transform of the unit vectors (Xu and Zhou, 2014).
The decomposed equation does not contain the shear-wave components and
enhances computational efficiency because only one differential equation is solved.
Furthermore, it is easy to apply to complex anisotropic systems such as
orthorhombic (Masmoudi and Alkhalifah, 2017) and TTI media (Xu and Zhou,
2014). However, although the kinematic information is well preserved compared to
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the elastic wave equations, the decomposed equation has some amplitude errors
when strong anisotropy exists.
For the numerical simulation, the lateral spatial grid is usually larger than the
Nyquist sampling interval, which yields wrap-around errors for high-wavenumber
wavefields. To overcome this limitation, Xu et al. (2015) proposed the alternative
decomposition which consists of the elliptic and new scalar operators to improve
the tolerance of numerical errors. The new decomposed equation can be expressed
by

2
2 P  2
2 P
2  P

v
(1

2

)

v
 P0
 Se  f P ,
P0
t 2 
x 2
z 2 


8(   )nx2 nz2
1
Se  1  1 
2
2 
1  2  nx2  nz2 



,



where fP is the pressure source and Se is the elliptic scalar operator.
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(2-13)

(2-14)

2.3 Coupled equation (vector-component)
In acoustic media with homogeneous density, the 2D VTI elastic wave
equations (see Equation 2-6) in terms of the stress wavefields can be rewritten as
follows (Duveneck et al., 2008):

 2 xx  2
 2 xx
 2 zz
2

v
(1

2

)

v
1

2

 p0
p0
t 2
x 2
z 2

2
 2 xx
 2 zz  2
2   zz

v
1

2


v
 p0
p0
t 2
x 2
z 2



  f xx ,



  f zz ,


(2-15)

(2-16)

where the normal stresses σxx and σzz reduce to the pressure fields (P) in the
decomposed equation.
Gholami et al. (2013a) suggested the coupled acoustic wave equations based
on the vector wavefield (displacement), which are expressed by

 2u x
u
u  f xx
 
,
  v 2p 0 1  2  x  v 2p 0 1  2 z  
2
t
x 
x
z  x
u
 2uz
u

  v 2p 0 1  2 x  v 2p 0 z
2
t
z 
x
z

 f zz
  z ,


(2-17)

(2-18)

where ux and uz are the horizontal and vertical particle displacements, respectively.
We use Equations 2-17 and 2-18 to solve the vector-based acoustic VTI wave
equation in this study because they are efficient in the application of FWI.
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The advantage of solving the coupled systems compared to the decomposed
equation is that the dynamic and kinematic information of wavefield are both well
matched with those of elastic wave equation, whereas their disadvantage is the
numerical shear wave artifacts arising from introducing two wavefield components
(Grechka et al. 2004; Duveneck et al., 2008). The coupled systems are also
vulnerable when we describe severely tilted transversely isotropic (TTI) media.
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2.4 Finite difference method with PML boundary condition
To numerically simulate forward modeling with the decomposed and coupled
equations, the finite-difference method is used in this study (Kelly et al., 1976)
which is advantageous to satisfy the free surface boundary condition with pressure
wavefields. To remove unwanted seismic reflections from the top, left and bottom
boundary, the perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary condition (Cohen, 2002) is
applied (Figure 2-1). The basic concept of the PML boundary condition is
attenuating waves in the PML zone using damping factors which are defined as

dx 

 x'
3vP 0
log( R ) 
x
2 x pml
 pml


 ,


(2-19)

dz 

 z'
3vP 0
log( R ) 
z
2 x pml
 pml


 ,


(2-20)

where the subscript pml represents the thickness of PML zone, the prime denotes
the distance to the modeling area and R is the damping constant. The damping
factors increase from the starting point of PML zone and gradually suppresses the
unwanted wavefield (Figure 2-2).
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Modeling area

PML zone
Figure 2-1. Schematic diagram of modeling area and PML zone.
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Figure 2-2. An illustration of damping factor in the horizontal axis.
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The coordinate system considering the damping factors in the horizontal and
vertical axes can be rewritten as

xˆ ( x)  x 

i



d x ( s)ds ,

(2-21)

zˆ( x)  z 

i

d z ( s)ds .

(2-22)



In practice, the relationship between the original and new coordinates can be
defined by differentiating Equations 2-21 and 2-22. The first-order spatial
derivatives in the PML zone are expressed by

 xˆ ( x) 

i
x ,
i  d x

(2-23)

 zˆ ( x) 

i
z .
i  d z

(2-24)

Equations 2-23 and 2-24 substitute for the spatial derivative terms in the wave
equation. To apply the first-order PML formulation, the staggered-grid finitedifference algorithm is usually utilized (Virieux, 1986; Graves, 1996). In the
acoustic staggered-grid set (Figure 2-3), the pressure wavefield and the model
parameters are located in the same grid, and the vector-components are placed
horizontally and vertically by half spatial interval.
However, the decomposed equation loses its advantage of computational
efficiency when the staggered-grid is applied to the whole model because an
additional calculation is required. Therefore, to maintain the strength of the
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decomposed equation, I discretize the modeling area by the classical finitedifference method with the second-order spatial derivative, and only apply the
staggered-grid formulation in the PML zone. When solving the coupled equations,
the whole model is discretized by the staggered-grid set.
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Figure 2-3. Staggered-grid set used to obtain vector wavefields from the
pressure wavefields P. The model parameters (P-wave velocity and
Thomsen parameters) are placed in the same grid as the pressure
wavefields.
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2.5 Numerical simulation for forward modeling

Figures 2-4 ~ 2-7 show the wave propagations using the decomposed, coupled
and elastic wave equations in VTI media with different anisotropic parameters. For
this simulation, we assume that P-wave velocity is 3 km/s and S-wave velocity is
set to zero for acoustic approximation (Figure 2-4 and 2-5) and 1.5 km/s to solve
the elastic wave equation (Figure 2-6 and 2-7). The source is applied at the center
of the squared model. Figure 2-4 represents the wavefront of PP-wave obtained by
the decomposed equation. Regardless of the value of the anisotropic parameters,
the shear-wave artifacts are not generated, which is one of the advantages of the
mono-component-based wave equation. Furthermore, the horizontal velocity
increases by ε and the shape of wavefront at intermediate angle changes with
different δ compared to the result in Figure 2-4a under the isotropic assumption.
However, using the coupled equation, severe numerical errors are generated
depending on ε and δ (Figure 2-5). When ε is larger than δ, the shear wave artifact
appears in a diamond shape (Figure 2-5c and 2-5d). The PS-wave phase velocity is
zero at the horizontal and vertical axes, but increases in proportion to the vertical
P-wave velocity at other propagation angles, which contribute to the diamondshaped artifact. To relieve this numerical artifact, Duveneck et al. (2008)
suppressed the source-generated shear wave by setting δ equal to ε around the
source location with tapered circular region. Although the shear wave artifacts can
be suppressed to some extent in this manner, it is difficult to apply to the borehole
seismic experiment where a various range of anisotropic parameters are distributed.
In Figure 2-5e and 2-5f, when ε is lower than δ, even PP-wave is not properly
simulated because the stability condition is not satisfied (Helbig, 1994). The
stability condition is not a problem in the frequency domain, but it is essential that
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ε is always larger than δ for the numerical simulation in the time domain. These
problems are not unavoidable in the vector-based wave equation that consists of
two or more components. Therefore, only when ε is equal to δ, which is called the
elliptic condition, the wave equation is reliably solved without numerical errors
(Figure 2-5b).
Figures 2-6 and 2-7 show the wave propagation by the elastic VTI equation to
compare with PP-wave using the acoustic VTI modeling schemes. In contrast to the
wave propagation using the acoustic modeling, SV-wave is generated after the
propagation of PP-wave. Although SV-wave are significantly affected by
anisotropic parameters (Ikelle and Amundsen, 2005), the wavefront of PP-wave
maintains the elliptic shape, which is shown in PP-wave using the acoustic
approximation.
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Figure 2-4. Snapshots of pressure wavefield obtained using the decomposed
equation at t = 0.4 s with different ε and δ.
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Figure 2-5. Snapshots of pressure wavefield obtained using the coupled
equation at t = 0.4 s with different ε and δ.
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Figure 2-6. Snapshots of horizontal displacement obtained using the elastic VTI
wave equation at t = 0.4 s with different ε and δ.
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Figure 2-7. Snapshots of vertical displacement obtained using the elastic VTI
wave equation at t = 0.4 s with different ε and δ.
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As shown in the previous simulations, the decomposed equation has an
advantage in stability for the numerical simulation. To examine anisotropic
parameters in the decomposed equation, we compare the traveltimes with those
using the theoretical group velocity (Fomel and Grechka, 2001), which is defined
as

vg 2 ( )  vP 0 2 (1  2 sin 2  cos 2   2 sin 4  ) ,

(2-25)

where vg is the group velocity of P-waves and θ denotes the group angle measured
along the vertical symmetry. In Figure 2-8, the wavefront of P-wave using the
decomposed equation is well matched with that obtained by the theoretical group
velocity (the red dashed line) at 0.4 s when ε and δ are both 0.2. For quantitative
analysis, we measure the traveltime at incident angles of 0°, 45° and 90° in the simple
model (Figure 2-9). Three receivers (the blue triangles in Figure 2-9) are located at
the same distances from the source (the black star in Figure 2-9). Since it is difficult
to exactly pick the first arrivals, we extract the traveltime at peak amplitudes (Figure
2-10) and calculate the traveltime difference between the recorded signals at an
incident angle of 0° (T0) and the others (T90 and T45). Table 2-1 shows the traveltime
differences obtained by the decomposed equation and the analytic group velocity.
From the results in Table 2-1, it is demonstrated that anisotropic parameters in the
decomposed equation can be properly implemented according to the propagation
angles. However, the amplitudes slightly vary over incident angles, which is one of
limitations of the decomposed equation (Figure 2-10).
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Figure 2-8. Comparison of wavefront between the pressure waveifeld by the
decomposed equation and the analytic group velocity (the red
dashed line) when ε and δ are 0.2.
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at 0°, 45° and 90° along the vertical axis.
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Figure 2-10. Recorded signals at 0° (the black solid line), 45° (the blue solid
line) and 90° (the red solid line) along the vertical axis by the
decomposed equation (see Figure 2-9).
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Table 2-1. Comparison of traveltime differences for the decomposed equation and
analytic group velocity.
Traveltime difference (s)
(T0–T90)

Traveltime difference (s)
(T0–T45)

Decomposed equation

0.079 s

0.041 s

Analytic group velocity

0.077 s

0.043 s
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Chapter 3. Inverse problems
FWI estimates the model parameters by minimizing the residual between
modeled and field data using an iterative procedure (Figure 3-1). Several objective
functions have introduced such as the l1-, l2-, hybrid l1/l2 and global correlation
norms depending on the influence of noise and the quality of field data (Bube and
Langan 1997, Guitton and Symes, 2003; Pyun et al., 2009; Virieux and Operto,
2009; Choi and Alkahlifah, 2012). In this study, the objective function based on l2norm is used to obtain the gradient direction.

3.1 Seismic FWI with l2-norm-based objective function
The objective function with the l2-norm can be expressed as follows:

T

E

1
(r , t , m)  d Pobserved
(r , t ) ||2 dt ,
 || d Pmodeled
,s
,s
2 s r 0

(3-1)

where dmodeled and dobserved are modeled and observed data, respectively; s and r are
the source and receiver positions, respectively; and T and the subscript P denote the
total recording time and the pressure component, respectively. The solution, which
minimizes the objective function (so-called gradient direction), can be derived by
taking a partial derivative of Equation 3-1 with respect to the model parameter, m.
In multiparameter acoustic VTI FWI for marine streamer data, the modeled data
(dmodeled) are the pressure fields (P) computed for an initial or updated model
parameter, m, which includes the vertical P-wave velocity ( vP 0 ) and the Thomsen
parameters, ε and δ, as described in Equation 2-9.
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The gradient direction (gi,j) at the jth subsurface nodal point for the model
parameter (i: parameter class indicating vertical P-wave velocity or Thomsen
parameters) is calculated by the zero-lag cross-correlation between the partial
𝑖
derivative wavefields (so-called Jacobian: 𝐽𝑃,𝑠,𝑗
) and the residual wavefields,

dmodeled - dobserved, as follows:

E 1
  J Pi , s , j (r , t , m)   d Pmodeled
( r , t , m)  d Pobserved
( r , t )  dt .
,s
,s
mij 2 s r 0
T

gi , j 

(3-2)

The partial derivative wavefields are obtained by performing i × j additional
forward modeling at each iteration, which incurs large computational costs. To
reduce computational efforts required for the calculation of the partial derivative
wavefields, the adjoint-state method (so-called backpropagation algorithm) is
proposed (Lailly, 1983; Pratt et al., 1998; Plessix, 2006). Using the adjoint-state
method, the gradient direction in Equation 3-2 can be rewritten as

E
1
   f Pvir, s ,,ij (t , m )  bPback
, s (T  t , m ) dt ,
mi , j 2 s 0
T

gi , j 

(3-3)

𝑣𝑖𝑟,𝑖
where 𝑓𝑃,𝑠,𝑗
indicates the virtual source of the pressure field at the jth subsurface

nodal point due to the ith model parameter perturbation; and

𝑣𝑖𝑟,𝑖
𝑏𝑃,𝑠
denotes the

backpropagated pressure wavefields, which propagate backward from all the
receiver positions using residuals as a source.
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Figure 3-1. Workflow of conventional seismic full waveform inversion.
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3.2 Scattering pattern analysis
To estimate anisotropic parameters, it is necessary to implement
multiparameter FWI which inverts two or more model parameters. The increase in
model parameters can cause the entrapment in local minima due to increasing nonlinearity. Furthermore, the trade-off between model parameters degrades the
inversion results. To relieve problems of multiparameter FWI, the scattering pattern
of partial derivative wavefield has been widely used (Tarantola, 1986; Gholami et
al., 2013a; Prieux et al., 2013; Oh and Alkhalifah, 2016a). Scattering patterns allow
us to analyze the shape of scattered wavefields for the perturbations of each model
parameter at various incident angle. In addition, they determine the resolution of
model update and provide the information on how the gradients of model
parameters affect each other.
In acoustic VTI FWI, since we should consider the characteristic of radiation
pattern for each model parameter, it is essential to verify that modeling schemes
with the mono- or vector-component can properly describe the scattering pattern
compared to elastic scattering theory.
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3.2.1 Theoretical Scattering pattern
The scattering potential of partial derivative wavefield for model parameters
has been theoretically described from the elastic scattering theory (Aki and Richard
1980; Wu and Aki, 1985; Forgues and Lambare, 1997; Oh and Alkhalifah, 2016a).
Oh and Alkhalifah (2016a) analyze the scattering pattern by different
parameterizations using the virtual sources for various type of incident and scattered
waves (P-P, P-SV, P-SH, SV-SV, SV-SH and SH-SH). In this study, the scattering
patterns of PP-wave are only described for the comparison with acoustic VTI FWI,
and the single parameterization which consist of the vertical P-wave velocity and
the Thomsen parameters, ε and δ, is used. The partial derivate for PP waves in terms
of displacement fields can be defined as follows: (Aki and Richard, 1980; Oh and
Alkhalifah, 2016a)

PP
uPDW
( m ) (i , i , i , d ) 

P
s

[(ePPd M mPi ePd )]ePPd 

P
s

[

PP
m

]ePPd ,

(3-4)

 sin  d cos d 


e   sin  d sin d  ,
 cos

d


P
Pd

(3-5)

where the subscripts i and d denote incidence and diffraction, respectively; θi and
ϕi represent incidence angles; θd and ϕd are diffraction angles.

P
s

and

PP
m

are the

radiation pattern of source and model parameter, respectively. The virtual source of
a certain parameter (m) as a point moment tensor source M m can be obtained using
the chain rule (Kamath and Tsvankin, 2013, Bergslid et al., 2015) with the virtual
source of the elastic constraints M Cij (Oh and Alkhalifah, 2016b) as follows:
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Mm  
ij

Cij
pm , n

M Cij .

Figure 3-2 shows the theoretical PP scattering patterns (

(3-6)

PP
m

) of the partial

derivative wavefields (Gholami et al., 2013a) in terms of the scattering angle at 5
different incident angles. The PP scattering pattern due to the perturbation of Pwave velocity is isotropic over the whole range of incident angles (Figure 3-2a).
Therefore, the estimation of the P-wave velocity is affected by both low and high
wavenumber components, which provides a wide coverage in the gradient.
In Figure 3-2b, the scattered wavefields due to the perturbation of anisotropic
parameter ε show the characteristic of a sine function that mainly propagates
horizontally regardless of incident angles. The amplitude of the scattered
wavefields is the strongest when the incident angle is 90°. Figure 3-2c shows that
the scattering pattern of the perturbation of δ depends on incident angles. The
scattered wavefields radiate vertically at large incident angles, while they radiate
horizontally at small incident angles. At an incident angle of 45 °, they have an
isotropic pattern.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3-2. Theoretical PP scattering patterns for (a) P-wave velocity, (b) ε and
(c) δ at incident angles of 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°. The different
colored stars represent the source locations at each incident angle.
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3.2.2 Derivation of virtual sources using the conventional methods
To obtain the scattering patterns of partial derivative wavefield using the
decomposed and coupled equation for acoustic VTI FWI, the derivation of virtual
sources with respect to model parameters should be preceded.
To simply derive the virtual source from the decomposed equation, we
transform Equation 2-13 into the frequency-wavenumber domain:

s (m, , k x , k z )  p(, k x , k z )  f P (, k x , k z ) ,

(3-7)

s (m, , k x , k z )  ( 2  vP 02 ((1  2 )k x2  k z2 ) Se ) ,

(3-8)

where the tilde indicates the frequency-wavenumber wavefields; 𝑠̃ represents the
modeling operator; ω is the angular frequency; and kx and kz are the wavenumbers
along the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. The virtual source using the
decomposed equation can be calculated by taking a partial derivative of Equation
3-7 with respect to each model parameter as follows:

s (m,  , k x , k z )

 s (m,  , k , k )

p ( , k x , k z )
x
z

  f Pvir, k ',i, k ' ( , k x , k z ) .


p
(

,
k
,
k
)
x
z
x z


mki ' , k '
mki ' , k '
x z
x z



(3-9)

The term on the right-hand side is the virtual source for the parameter class (i),
which acts as a source for the partial derivative wavefields (∂𝑝/ ∂𝑚). The type of
virtual source described by a moment tensor (Oh and Alkhalifah, 2016b) plays an
important role in determining the radiation pattern of the partial derivative
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wavefields due to the perturbation of model parameter, which significantly affects
the sensitivity of FWI to recover the physical properties.
From Equation 3-9, the virtual source for the vertical P-wave velocity can be
expressed by

f Pvir,k ',v,0k ' (, k x , k z )  2vP 0  1  2  k x2  k z2  p .
x

(3-10)

z

In a similar way, the virtual source of the Thomsen parameters, ε and δ, can be
derived by calculating the partial derivative of modeling operator as follows:

f Pvir, k ',,k ' ( , k x , k z )  2vP2 0 (k x 2 Se  (k z 2  (1  2 )k x 2 )
x

z



Se
)p ,




2
2
2
2
Se 2 (1  2  4 ) nx  nz nx nz
,

3

 (1  2 )nx 2  nz 2  (2Se  1)

f Pvir, k ',, k ' ( , k x , k z )  vP2 0 ( k z 2  (1  2 ) k x 2 )
x

z

Se
p,


Se
2 nx 2 nz 2
.

 ((1  2 )nx 2  nz 2 ) 2 (2 Se  1)

(3-11)

(3-12)

(3-13)

(3-14)

The virtual sources with respect to the model parameters in the frequencywavenumber domain can be transformed into the time-space domain by substituting
the divergence of wavefield for the unit vector of phase direction, because the
components of virtual sources are not sensitive to the sign of unit vectors.
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In Equations 3-10, 3-11 and 3-13, the squared wavenumbers, which originate
from the spatial derivatives of the pressure wavefields in the space domain, affect
the source directional properties that eventually determine the radiation pattern.
Because a single component is used in the decomposition-based FWI algorithm, we
can expect that the virtual sources tend to act as an isotropic source.
In the frequency-wavenumber domain, the stress-based coupled acoustic wave
equation from Equations 2-15 and 2-16 is expressed as

K  (m,  , k x , k z )  σ ( , k x , k z )  f ( , k x , k z ) ,

(3-15)

which can be rewritten in a matrix from as:

  2  v 2 1  2  k 2
P0
x

 v 2 ( 1  2 )k 2
P0
x


vP2 0 ( 1  2 )k z2    xx   f xx


 2  vP2 0 k z2    zz   f zz


.



(3-16)

Equation 3-16 shows that the stress-based coupled acoustic wave equation is not
self-adjoint; therefore, the gradient cannot be calculated by the adjoint-state method
as in Equation 3-3.
The coupled acoustic wave equations based on the vector wavefield
(displacement) using Equations 2-17 and 2-18 in the frequency-wavenumber
domain can be represented by

K u (m, , kx , kz )  u(, kx , kz )  fu (, kx , kz ) ,
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(3-17)

which can be rewritten in a matrix form:
  2  v 2 1  2  k 2
P0
x

2
 v ( 1  2 )k k
P0
z x


vP2 0 ( 1  2 )k x k z   ux   ik x f xx
   
2
2
2
  uz   ik z f
  vP 0 k z
zz




.



(3-18)

This displacement-based coupled acoustic wave equation is self-adjoint; therefore,
we can obtain the gradient direction using the adjoint-state method with much lower
computational costs. The virtual source using the displacement-based coupled
equation can be derived by taking a partial derivative of Equation 3-17 with respect
to each model parameter as follows:

K u (m,  , k x , k z )

 K (m,  , k , k )

u( , k x , k z )
u
x
z

  fuvir, k ,' i, k ' ( , k x , k z ).


u
(

,
k
,
k
)
x
z
x z


mki ' , k '
mki ' ,k '
x z
x z



(3-19)

Using Equation 3-19, the displacement components of the virtual sources for the Pwave velocity, ε and δ can be written as

 fuvir,k,v' 0,k '
 x x z
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0   ux 
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0   uz 
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0



(3-20)

(3-21)

vP2 0

(3-22)

The virtual sources in the time-space domain can be obtained after the double
inverse Fourier transform. The multiplies of wavenumber components ( kx kz , k x2
and k z2 ) in the virtual sources of Equations 3-20, 3-21 and 3-22 originate from the
spatial derivatives of the wave equation in the space domain, and determine the
radiation patterns of the partial derivative wavefields describing the moment-tensor
sources (Oh and Alkhalifah, 2016b). With the adjoint-state method, the gradient
direction can be obtained by the displacement components of wavefields as follows:

T

gi , j 





1
,i
(T  t , m)  fuvir
(t , m)  buback
(T  t , m) dt ,
 fuvir,s,,i j (t , m)  buback
x ,s
z ,s , j
z ,s
2 s 0 x

(3-23)

where buback
is the particle displacement component of the backpropagated
,s
wavefields with the displacement residuals converted from pressure residuals with
the equation of motion in acoustic media (Gholami et al., 2013a).
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3.2.3 Numerical scattering pattern by the conventional methods
To numerically simulate the scattering pattern of partial derivative wavefield,
the homogenous isotropic model is used with five perturbation points at an interval
of 22.5° (Figure 3-3). We assume that all the perturbations have the same distance
from the seismic source so that all the virtual sources can be simultaneously
activated. For this test, it is necessary to implement the forward modeling twice,
one for the forward wavefield needed for the calculation of virtual source and the
other one for the partial derivative wavefield using the virtual sources.
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Figure 3-3. Homogenous isotropic model for numerical tests of scattering
pattern. The black star represent the source location and the blue
triangles indicate the position of the perturbations, which are 22.5°
apart.
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The partial derivative wavefields are numerically obtained by three different
wave equations: 1) the conventional elastic wave equation for elastic VTI media, 2)
the decomposed equation and 3) the coupled equation for acoustic VTI media in
Figures 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6. The PP and PS scattering patterns are implemented
sequentially by conventional elastic VTI wave equation in Figure 3-4. The PP
scattered wavefields for the perturbation of P-wave velocity propagate isotropic
pattern at each incident angle, while those of ε spread horizontally and are mainly
affected by the large incident angle. The PP scattering pattern excited by δ has
different shape according to incident angles.
In Figure 3-5, we observe that the PP radiation patterns from the decomposed
equation deviate greatly from those of the conventional elastic VTI FWI algorithm.
The PP scattering patterns with respect to all the parameters similarly show the
isotropic radiation patterns, although the amplitude variations with respect to the
incident angle are similar to those of the conventional elastic VTI FWI. Considering
that the PP scattering patterns from the elastic VTI FWI are in good agreements
with the theoretical PP scattering patterns in Figure 3-2, we note that the acoustic
VTI FWI using the decomposed equation does not properly describe the radiation
patterns for anisotropic parameters.
In contrast, the PP radiation patterns using the coupled equation are comparable
to those from elastic VTI FWI in Figure 3-2, which show directional propagations
for the perturbations of anisotropic parameters (Figure 3-6). However, the
numerical errors during forward modeling degrade the inversion results when using
the coupled equation.
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(a)

(b)

PS

PP

(c)

Figure 3-4. PP and PS scattering patterns of the partial derivative wavefields with
the conventional elastic wave equation for elastic VTI media for the
five pressure virtual sources of (a) the P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c)
δ at different incident angles.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3-5. PP scattering patterns of the partial derivative wavefields with the
decomposed equation for acoustic VTI media for the five pressure
virtual sources of (a) the P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ at different
incident angles.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3-6. PP scattering patterns of the partial derivative wavefields with the
coupled equation for acoustic VTI media for the five pressure virtual
sources of (a) the P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ at different incident
angles.
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3.3 New strategy for acoustic VTI FWI
The decomposed equation has advantageous of forward modeling in terms of
computational efficiency and not suffering from numerical artifacts, but it cannot
properly simulate proper scattering patterns of partial derivative wavefields, which
results in wrong gradient directions. In contrast, the coupled equation provides
similar PP scattering patterns of partial derivative wavefield compared to elastic
VTI FWI, but it is not stable in forward modeling except for the elliptic condition
of anisotropic parameters. The new strategy is proposed to overcome the limitations
of the conventional modeling schemes.
3.3.1 Theory of the new strategy
The basic concept of the new strategy of acoustic VTI FWI is to combine the
advantages of the conventional acoustic VTI FWI methods. The pressure
wavefields are obtained by the decomposed equation, which has advantages in
forward modeling. The gradient direction is constructed by the vector virtual
sources, which is consistent with elastic scattering theory.
Under the assumption that media are acoustic and isotropic (where P = σxx =
σzz), the pressure component can be approximately converted to the particle
displacements using the equation of motion in Equation 2-6 as follows:

ux P  

uz P  

1



2

1



2

ax P  

1 P
,
 2 x

(3-24)

az P  

1 P
,
 2 z

(3-25)
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where u  P and a  P are the particle displacements and accelerations, respectively,
converted from the modeled pressure wavefields (P) using the decomposed
equation. The vector components are obtained at the staggered grids, which are
placed at the midpoints between the pressure wavefields (see Figure 2-3). Because
the pressure wavefield is calculated by the decomposed equation, the shear wave
artifact does not appear in the converted vector wavefields. To calculate the
equation of motions in Equations 3-24 and 3-25, the double integral with respect to
time is required in the time domain, which corresponds to dividing by the squared
angular frequency in the frequency domain.
Because the virtual source using the displacement-based coupled equation can
produce comparable scattering pattern of partial derivative wavefields to elastic
wave equation (see Figure 3-6), the new vector-based virtual sources can be
constructed by replacing the particle displacement in Equations 3-20, 3-21 and 322 with the converted vector wavefields as follows:
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(3-26)

(3-27)

vP2 0

(3-28)

where f uvir ,m,k
P

'
'
x ,kz

is the new vector-based virtual sources. Since the spatial derivative

components that determine the directionality of the scattering pattern in the new
vector-based virtual source are the same as those obtained by the coupled equation,
we can expect that the new vector-based virtual sources can properly simulate PP
scattering patterns compared to the elastic scattering theory. For the inversion
process, the partial derivative wavefield with the new vector virtual sources can be
expressed by

J i  ( s 1 )Bu fuvir ,i ,

(3-29)

where Bu represents the conversion matrix from the particle displacements to
pressure components. Because the forward modeling is performed by the
decomposed equation, the modeling operator to solve the partial derivative
wavefields takes the mono-component virtual source. To apply the new vector
virtual source to the mono-component-based modeling operator, the conversion
matrix Bu is needed to convert the particle displacements to pressure components
in Equation 3-29. The operator Bu is derived from the decomposed equation
(Equation 2-13) with the staggered-grid set in Equations 3-24 and 3-25 as follows:

u
u

P   (1  2 )vP2 0 x  vP2 0 z
x
z



 Se ,


Bu   vP2 0 (1  2 )kx vP2 0 kz  Se .

(3-30)

(3-31)

The adjoint form of gradients with the new vector-based virtual source and the
conversion matrix can be defined
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g i  fuvirP,i



T

,
b back
u P

(3-32)

b back
 BTu bPback ,
u P

(3-33)

where bback
denotes the particle displacement component of the converted
u
P

backpropagated wavefields. The transpose of Bu converts the backpropagated
pressure wavefields to displacement components. Finally, the gradient direction
using the converted particle displacements in the time-space domain can be
calculated as follows:
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(3-34)

The converted vector wavefields of the virtual sources and backpropagated
wavefields can be the particle velocity or acceleration with a proper conversion
operator. The pressure–to–acceleration conversion operator Ba and pressure–to–
velocity conversion operator Bv can be expressed by

1
 1

Ba    2 vP2 0 (1  2 )kx  2 vP2 0 k z  Se ,

 


(3-35)

i 2 
i
Bv   vP2 0 (1  2 )k x
vP 0 k z  Se .




(3-36)

With the proper conversion operator, we can construct the vector-based gradient
direction depending on the particle vector wavefields. Figure 3-7 shows the
workflow of seismic FWI with the new strategy.
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Figure 3-7. Workflow of the new strategy for acoustic VTI FWI.
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3.3.2 Demonstration of the new strategy
To verify the new strategy for acoustic VTI FWI, we first describe the
scattering patterns of partial derivative wavefields numerically under the same
condition as Figure 3-3. Figure 3-8 shows the numerical PP scattering patterns of
partial derivative wavefield using the new strategy. With the new vector-based
virtual sources, the PP scattering patterns of partial derivative wavefields with
respect to all model parameters are consistent with elastic scattering theory, which
result in generating the correct gradient for acoustic VTI FWI.
In the following verification, we conduct the sensitivity kernels to see if the
gradients with the adjoint-state method are properly constructed by using different
virtual sources from two conventional methods and the new strategy. The
sensitivity kernel is produced by cross-correlation of direct waves, diving waves,
and backscattering waves (Woodward, 1992), and gives the information of
dominant component in the inversion process with respect to model parameters. We
use a linear increasing P-wave velocity as a true model with a layer at bottom to
produce the transmission kernel and migration ellipse (Figure 3-9). To exclude the
source and receiver side reflection kernels, which are called the rabbit ears, the
initial model does not include the layer. A single source and receiver are placed at
3 km and 9 km, respectively.
Figures 3-10 shows the PP sensitivity kernels from the coupled equation. For
P-wave velocity perturbation, a clear banana shaped diving wave kernel and
migration isochrones are well described due to an isotropic scattering pattern at all
incident angle. For the perturbation of ε, the transmitted waves are relatively
stronger than migration isochrones because the scattered wavefields are dominant
at wide incident angles (Figure 3-10b). In contrast, the gradient of δ is less affected
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by diving waves than that of ε considering its scattering pattern (Figure 3-10c). The
sensitivity kernels using the coupled equations are symmetric for all model
parameters, which conforms to the reciprocity between source and receiver.
However, the sensitivity kernels of the anisotropic parameters (Figures 3-11b
and 3-11c) using the decomposed equation have asymmetric kernels compared to
the coupled equation. This is due to the incorrect isotropic scattering patterns of the
partial derivative wavefields (see Figures 3-5b and 3-5c), which makes the
backscattered waves resemble the sensitivity kernel of the P-wave velocity. In
Figure 3-12, the sensitivity kernel using the new strategy provides almost the same
sensitivity kernels as those from the coupled equation.
As mentioned before, the decomposed equation provides the computational
efficiency, does not suffer from the shear-wave artifacts and has a good extension
to tilted anisotropic media, although the radiation pattern of the partial derivative
wavefields are not correctly simulated. On the other hand, the coupled equation
provides more accurate wave propagation, but suffers higher computational costs
and the shear-wave artifacts. Using the new strategy, the forward modeling is
performed by the decomposed equation, and inverse modeling is performed based
on the vector wavefields to accurately describe the radiation pattern of the partial
derivative wavefields. In the whole FWI procedure, solving the forward modeling
is the most time-consuming part, while calculation of the gradient requires less
computing time. For this reason, the proposed approach has all the advantages of
the conventional acoustic anisotropic FWI algorithms.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3-8. PP scattering patterns of the partial derivative wavefields with the
proposed method for acoustic VTI media for the five pressure virtual
sources of (a) the P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ at different incident
angles.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-9. (a) True and (b) initial P-wave velocity model with single source
(the black star) and single receiver (the blue triangle) to obtain
sensitivity kernel.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3-10. Sensitivity kernels using the coupled equation for the perturbations
of (a) P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3-11. Sensitivity kernels using the decomposed equation for the
perturbations of (a) P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3-12. Sensitivity kernels using the proposed method for the perturbations
of (a) P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ.
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3.3.3 Impact of the new strategy for FWI
In acoustic FWI VTI, the effect of different radiation patterns on the gradient
direction depends on the source-receiver configuration and structures of a given
model. Figure 3-13 shows the theoretical radiation pattern of partial derivative
wavefields for δ and reflection raypaths at a wide incident angle. In Figure 3-13a,
we see that for the general surface seismic acquisition with a horizontal layer, the
partial derivative wavefield of δ with wide incident angles cannot be detected at the
receiver, because its theoretical radiation pattern dominantly propagates in the
vertical directions. On the other hand, the partial derivative wavefield of δ for the
mono-component virtual source has weak signals at wide incident angles. In this
case, the differences between the gradients of δ by the mono-component and vectorbased virtual sources are not large; therefore, the effect of the wrong radiation
pattern of δ on inversion results is not significant for horizontal structures in the
surface seismic acquisition.
For the borehole seismic acquisition with an inclined layer as shown in Figure
3-13b, the reflection raypath arrives vertically at the surface receiver, which
matches the propagation of the partial detivative wavefield of δ. Accordingly, the
partial derivative wavefield of δ can be recorded at the receiver, and it produces
wide coverages in the gradient. Similarly, for the surface seismic acquisition, the
different scattering pattern of ε from the mono-component and vector-based virtual
sources has less influence on the gradient than that obtained from borehole seismic
experiment because of the configuration of source and receiver at wide incident
angles. Therefore, the effect of scattering pattern depends on the configuration of
source and receiver and the structure of subsurface structure, and the different
scattering patterns between the conventional and proposed method greatly affect
the inversion results in a borehole seismic or complex subsurface media with slope.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-13. Theoretical radiation patterns of δ at an incident angle of 70° (a)
for a horizontal layer in surface seismic acquisition, and (b) for an
inclined layer in borehole seismic experiment. The black stars and
triangles represent the source and receiver positions according to
the raypath by Snell’s law.
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As mentioned before, the new strategy produces the vector-based gradient
corresponding to elastic scattering theory. However, estimating anisotropic
parameters with the correct gradient does not always yields better inversion results.
For instance, because the gradient of ε obtained by the mono-component virtual
source is more affected by P-wave velocity than that obtained by the vector virtual
source, the inverted ε from the decomposed equation could be closer to the true
model than that obtained by the new strategy if the structure and the direction of
model update between P-wave velocity and ε are similar to each other. However,
when the structure of ε has a reverse tendency to that of P-wave velocity, the
gradient of ε from the mono-component virtual source can lead to wrong inversion
results. Also, it is inevitable to lose the inherent nature of ε, which is mainly updated
by low wavenumber component.
In this paper, to focus on addressing the limitation of the conventional acoustic
VTI FWI, the single parameterization including the vertical P-wave velocity and
the Thomsen parameter is used, but various parameterizations can be used for
acoustic VTI FWI (Gholami et al., 2013). Depending on parameterizations, the
radiation patterns of partial derivative wavefields differ, which means that the tradeoff between parameters also changes. Therefore, it is important to determine the
optimal parameterization according to the accuracy of the initial model and data
acquisition. However, with conventional FWI using the mono-component virtual
sources, it is difficult to obtain the correct radiation patterns changing according to
parameterization. Since the proposed method can be easily applied to other
parameterizations, it can be helpful to analyze the influence of parameterization
using the proposed method with lower computational costs.
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Chapter 4. Numerical examples
I compare the FWI performance of the conventional and proposed methods for
three numerical examples: one is a simple syncline model to verify the gradient
using the proposed method; another is a modified version of the Marmousi-II model
with borehole seismic acquisition; and the other is a modified version of the
downsized BP model with surface seismic acquisition.

4.1 The simple syncline model
To examine how the different radiation patterns affect the gradient direction,
the syncline synthetic model is used shown in Figure 4-1. A single source is applied
at a position of (8.5 km, 1 km) and receivers are located at all nodal points of the
surface. A Ricker wavelet with a peak frequency of 5 Hz is used as a source wavelet.
For initial guesses, we assume that the P-wave velocity is 3 km/s and the anisotropic
parameters are set to zero.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-1. The simple syncline model: (a) P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ. The
black star indicates the seismic source location and receivers are
placed at the surface.
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In Figures 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4, we compare the gradients obtained by the
decomposed equation (mono-component virtual source), the coupled equation and
the new strategy (vector virtual source) with each other. For P-wave velocity, the
gradients obtained using the three methods are similar to each other, because all the
three methods produce isotropic radiation patterns (Figure 4-2).
Figure 4-3 shows the gradients of the anisotropic parameter ε. Recall that the
scattered wavefields of ε propagate horizontally regardless of incident angles
according to the theoretical PP radiation pattern (Figure 3-2). This indicates that it
can be difficult to detect structures in the gradient directions when the incident angle
is 90° and the receivers are located above the source position. In Figure 4-3a, the
gradient of ε obtained using the mono-component virtual sources clearly shows the
inclined structure at an incident angle of 90° because its radiation pattern is isotropic,
which causes the trade-off between P-wave velocity and ε. However, in Figures 43b and 4-3c, the gradients of ε obtained by the vector virtual sources have weak
signals at an incident angle of 90° (see the structure denoted by the red arrows),
which is consistent with the theoretical elastic radiation pattern. As the scattered
wavefields of ε generated at narrow incident angles have little energy, the gradients
of ε obtained using all three methods cannot properly image the horizontal reflector
at bottom.
Figure 4-4 shows the gradient of δ for the syncline structure. Remember that
for an incident angle of 90°, the scattered wavefields of δ using the vector-based
methods propagate vertically, whereas those obtained using the mono-component
virtual source are weak. In the mono-component case shown in Figure 4-4a, the
inclined structures are not detected because of insufficient data at wide incident
angles. With the vector-based virtual sources, the vertically spreading wavefields
can be recorded at the surface receivers in contrast to the result of ε, therefore the
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inclined structures are described well in the gradient of δ (see the red arrows in
Figures 4-4b and 4-4c). Therefore, the radiation patterns of partial derivate with
respect to anisotropic parameters determine the coverage of gradient depending on
the location of source and receiver, and the vector virtual source can construct the
correct gradients according to elastic scattering theory.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-2. Gradient directions of P-wave velocity for the simple syncline
model using (a) the decomposed equation, (b) the coupled equation
and (c) the proposed approach with displacement wavefields. The
bottom figure shows the radiation pattern for the P-wave velocity at
an incident angle of 90°. The red dashed arrows indicate the
incident wavefields.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-3. Gradient directions of ε for the simple syncline model using (a) the
decomposed equation, (b) the coupled equation and (c) the
proposed approach with displacements wavefields. The bottom
figure shows the radiation pattern for the P-wave velocity at an
incident angle of 90°. The red dashed arrows indicate the incident
wavefields.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-4. Gradient directions of δ for the simple syncline model using (a) the
decomposed equation, (b) the coupled equation and (c) the
proposed approach with displacements wavefields. The bottom
figure shows the radiation pattern for the P-wave velocity at an
incident angle of 90°. The red dashed arrows indicate the incident
wavefields.
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4.2 The modified Marmousi-II model: Borehole experiment
Acoustic VTI FWIs are conducted for the modified version of the MarmousiII model (Figure 4-5) to demonstrate different behaviors of the anisotropic
parameter perturbations in complicated media. To examine the trade-offs between
the P-wave velocity and anisotropic parameters, we assume the two anomalous
layers (represented by the white dashed ovals in Figure 4-5b), where the anisotropic
parameters have a reverse tendency to that of P-wave velocity. Also, the
homogenous layers are placed at the bottom part of anisotropic model to investigate
the trade-off between the three parameters. To clearly show the difference between
the scattered wavefields obtained using the conventional and proposed methods,
this simulation is designed with borehole experiment as explained in the previous
subsection 3.3.3.
The CPML (convolutional perfectly matched layer) is applied to remove the
unwanted reflections from the artificial boundaries (Komatitsch and Martin, 2007).
A Ricker wavelet, with a dominant frequency of 5 Hz, is employed as a source time
function. Sources are applied at depths from 0.46 to 2.3 km with an interval of 40
m in the left-hand side of the model, and the receivers are located at the surface (see
Figure 4-6). Initial guesses are smoothed versions of the true models as shown in
Figure 4-7, which were obtained by the module ‘SMOOTH2’ in Seismic Unix with
the smoothing parameters of 15 in the horizontal and vertical axes.
Figure 4-8 shows differences between the true and initial models, which
correspond to the correct gradient directions for each parameter and indicate the
regions to be updated from the gradient direction. Table 4-1 indicates the
parameters used for FWI. The diagonal of the pseudo-Hessian matrix (Shin et al.,
2001) is used as a preconditioner for the gradient direction. We use constant step
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lengths for each parameter, which were determined through numerical tests. We
invert all the parameters simultaneously using the decomposed equation (monocomponent virtual source) and the new strategy (vector virtual sources). The
inversion results using the coupled equation did not converge due to the numerical
artifact around the sources.
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Table 4-1. Inversion settings for numerical tests of modified Marmousi-Ⅱ model.

Model size

7.6 km x 2.8
km

No. of
shots

No. of
receivers

Shot
interval

Recording
time

Peak
frequency

Type of
source
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330

40 m

4s

5 Hz

The Ricker
wavelet
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-5. The modified Marmousi-II model: (a) P-wave velocity, (b) ε, (c) δ.
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Figure 4-6. Schematic images of borehole experiment for the modified
Marmousi-Ⅱ model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-7. Initial models used for FWI of the modified Marmousi-II model: (a)
P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-8. Differences between the true and initial models for the modified
Marmousi-II model: (a) P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ.
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Figures 4-9 and 4-10 show inversion results by the decomposed equation and
the proposed method, respectively. In Figures 4-9a and 4-10a, we see that the Pwave velocity, which is the primary parameter, is well inverted using both methods,
because the gradient covers the full-range of incident angles due to their isotropic
radiation patterns. However, the structures at the bottom part are not properly
inverted because of the inherent coverage limit encountered in the borehole seismic
design.
In Figure 4-9b, ε recovered using the decomposed equation shows a severe
trade-off with P-wave velocity, particularly in high-wavenumber parts. We observe
that ε is updated in the wrong direction at the anomalous areas (the black dashed
oval at the center in Figure 4-9b) and the homogenous layer at the bottom deforms
mimicking the structure of the P-wave velocity model below the unconformity (the
red dashed oval at the bottom in Figure 4-9b). In contrast, Figure 4-10b shows that
ε is weakly affected by the P-wave velocity and updated along the correct direction
by the proposed approach. This is because the scattered wavefields horizontally
propagate using the proposed method, which causes some trade-offs with P-wave
velocity in low-wavenumber parts recovered from wide opening angle components.
On the other hand, according to the elastic radiation pattern of δ in Figure 3-2,
we expect that the incident wavefields at various angles can correlate with the
backpropagated wavefields in the borehole experiment using the proposed method.
Therefore, the coverage of δ inverted using the proposed method is wider than that
of the decomposed equation, although it can be strongly affected by the trade-off
with the P-wave velocity. Figures 4-9c and 4-10c meet these expectations. This
limitation can be mitigated by applying the multi-stage inversion strategy, which
inverts P-wave velocity first and then updates anisotropic parameters.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-9. FWI results obtained by the decomposed equation for the modified
Marmousi-II model: (a) P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-10. FWI results obtained by the proposed method for the modified
Marmousi-II model: (a) P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ.
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The depth profiles are extracted at distances of 2 km and 3.46 km, which
include the anomalous areas (Figure 4-11). The P-wave velocities obtained using
both methods are similar to each other, and the results at a distance of 2 km match
the true model better than those at 3.46 km (Figures 4-11a and 4-11d) due to the
coverage of the gradient direction. From the depth profiles of ε, we note that the
proposed method inverts ε along the correct direction at the anomalous areas and
has a slight trade-off at the bottom (the red arrows in Figures 4-11b and 4-11e),
while ε obtained using the decomposed equation follows the gradient of P-wave
velocity. However, δ inverted with the proposed method is more affected by the
trade-off with the P-wave velocity due to its wider coverage than the gradient of δ
obtained by the decomposed equation (Figures 4-11c and 4-11f).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4-11. Depth profiles of the P-wave velocity (a and d), ε (b and e) and δ (c
and f) extracted in the true (black line), initial (blue) and inverted
model parameters using the decomposed equation (green line) and
the proposed method (red line) at x = 2 km (a, b and c) and 3.46 km
(d, e and f) for the modified Marmousi-II model.
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Figures 4-12 and 4-13 show the gradients of ε and δ in the first iteration by the
mono-component virtual source and the proposed method. The gradient of ε using
the mono-component virtual source a short-wavelength image, which is similar to
the structure of the P-wave velocity (Figure 4-12a). In contrast, the gradient of ε
using the proposed method is mainly affected by the long-wavelength components
and weakly suffers from trade-off with the P-wave velocity in high-wavenumber
parts (Figure 4-13a). Figures 4-12b and 4-13b show different coverages of the
gradient of δ by the conventional virtual source and the proposed method because
the partial derivative wavefields of δ obtained using the proposed method can
correlate with data at wide incident angles.
Figures 4-14 show the gradients of ε and δ obtained using the coupled equation.
The gradients are distorted around the source location (the blue dashed ovals in
Figure 4-14) because of the shear-wave artifacts during forward modeling (Figure
4-15b), and consequently the inversion process does not converge. However, the
gradient obtained by the coupled and proposed methods are similar because they
are constructed by the vector virtual sources.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-12. The 1st gradients of the anisotropic parameters (a) ε and (b) δ using
the decomposed equation for the modified Marmousi-II model.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-13. The 1st gradients of the anisotropic parameters (a) ε and (b) δ
using the proposed method for the modified Marmousi-II model.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-14. The 1st gradients of the anisotropic parameters (a) ε and (b) δ
using the coupled equation for the modified Marmousi-II model.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-15. Snapshots using (a) the decomposed equation and (b) the coupled
equation at t = 0.8 s. The source is generated at a depth of 1.3 km.
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4.3 The downsized BP model: Surface seismic acquisition
Seismic FWIs using the conventional (using the mono-component virtual
sources) and proposed (using the vector virtual sources) methods were also
performed for the downsized BP model, which contains the dipping layer. To
reduce the computational cost, the original model is resized (Oh et al., 2015) and
the information of tilt angle is not considered for VTI FWI test (Figure 4-16). Figure
4-17 shows the initial model in terms of the P-wave velocity and the Thomsen
parameters, ε and δ. The gradient is preconditioned by the diagonal of pseudoHessian to estimate the model parameters at the bottom regions. The inversion
parameters for this test are shown in Table 4-2.
FWI is conducted under the surface seismic acquisition that the sources and
receivers are placed at the top of the model. In the surface seismic acquisition, the
different radiation patterns for the perturbations of anisotropic parameters have less
influence on the gradient than those obtained from the borehole seismic
experiments as explained in the previous subsection 3.3.3. However, for the sloped
areas, the configuration of sources and receivers deviates from that of horizontal
layers, which causes the scattered wavefield to be correlated with the source
wavefield at different incident angles.
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Table 4-2. Inversion settings for numerical tests of the downsized BP model.

Model size

6.6 km x 1.8
km

No. of
shots

No. of
receivers

Shot
interval

Recording
time

Peak
frequency

Type of
source

63

300

100 m

3s

5 Hz

The Ricker
wavelet
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-16. The downsized BP model: (a) P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-17. Initial models used for FWI of the downsized BP model: (a) Pwave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ.
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Figures 4-18 and 4-19 show the gradient in the 1st iteration obtained using the
conventional (the mono-component virtual sources) and proposed methods (the
vector virtual sources), respectively. As expected, the gradient of P-wave velocity
is similar for both methods (Figure 4-18a and 4-19a). In contrast, the description of
the slope layer by the two methods is different in the gradient of anisotropic
parameters. The gradient of ε obtained using the conventional method clearly
detects the dipping layer, whereas that of ε acquired by the proposed method could
not identify the sloped areas (the red dashed ovals in Figure 4-18b and 4-19b).
According to the scattering pattern of ε which propagates horizontally, the scattered
wavefield in the sloped layer hardly influences the gradient. Therefore, the isotropic
scattering pattern from the mono-component virtual source contributes to forming
the inclined layer in the gradient, which causes the trade-off with the P-wave
velocity. Since the scattering pattern of δ by the conventional method has
insufficient scattered wavefield at narrow and wide incident angles, the gradient of
δ describes the sloped area relatively weakly than that of obtained using the
proposed method (the red dashed ovals in Figure 4-18c and 4-19c).
Figures 4-20 and 4-21 shows the P-wave velocity, ε and δ recovered using the
conventional and the proposed methods. P-wave velocities by both methods are
properly estimated (Figure 4-20a and 4-21a). The inverted ε by the proposed
method is updated more smoothly at the sloped areas based on the correct scattering
pattern than that obtained by the conventional method (Figure 4-20b and 4-21b).
On the other hand, in δ estimated by the proposed method, the sloped areas are more
clearly reconstructed than the conventional method although the trade-off between
P-wave velocity is unavoidable. From these numerical examples, we conclude that
the proposed method can properly update the anisotropic parameters by the correct
gradient direction consistent with elastic scattering theory.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-18. The gradients in the 1st iteration using the mono-component virtual
sources: (a) P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ for the downsized BP
model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-19. The gradients in the 1st iteration using the proposed method: (a) Pwave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ for the downsized BP model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-20. Inversion results obtained using the mono-component virtual
source for the downsized BP model: (a) P-wave velocity, (b) ε and
(c) δ.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-21. Inversion results obtained using the proposed method for the
downsized BP model: (a) P-wave velocity, (b) ε and (c) δ.
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4.4 Computational requirements
To compare the computational cost between the conventional methods and the
new strategy, we measure computation time involved in modeling and gradient with
a single shot of numerical examples in Chapter 4. Tables 4-3 and 4-4 show the
computational time required for modeling and gradient for a single source,
respectively. Since the new strategy obtains the pressure wavefields using the
mono-component-based wave equation, computing time required for modeling by
the decomposed equation and the new strategy is exactly the same. The
computational cost required to perform modeling and calculate the gradient using
the coupled equation is much higher than those of other methods because, as
mentioned before, vector components are needed to solve the wave equation and
the entire model is discretized by the staggered-grid finite difference method.
In the new strategy, calculations for the converted vector wavefields are
required to construct the vector-based gradients, which causes additional
computational cost compared to the decomposed equation. For the numerical
examples in Chapter 4, the proposed method incurs about 12 % of the additional
cost (Table 4-4), but it is relatively inexpensive compared to the coupled equation
while producing the correct gradient corresponding to elastic scattering theory.
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Table 4-3. Computational time required for modeling with a single source.

Model size

Recording
time

Decomposed
equation

Coupled
equation

New strategy

Chapter 4.1

800*250

5s

11.93 s

31.56 s

11.93 s

Chapter 4.2

380*141

4s

2.87 s

8.20 s

2.87 s

Chapter 4.3

330*90

3s

1.27 s

4.01 s

1.27 s
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Table 4-4. Computational time required for the gradient with a single source.

Model size

Recording
time

Decomposed
equation

Coupled
equation

New strategy

Chapter 4.1

800*250

5s

33.07 s

31.56 s

36.14 s

Chapter 4.2

380*141

4s

7.69 s

19.89 s

8.68 s

Chapter 4.3

330*90

3s

3.48 s

9.79 s

3.92 s
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Chapter 5. Conclusions
To reduce large computational cost in elastic VTI FWI, the acousticapproximation has been developed, which is classified into the decomposed and
coupled equation. The decomposed equation, which simulates the monocomponent pressure fields, advantageously does not generate the shear-wave
artifacts and is more efficient than the coupled equations with multi-component
stress or displacement wavefields. In this study, I addressed that scattering patterns
of anisotropic parameters using the decomposed equation were inconsistent with
those obtained by the elastic wave equation. According to elastic scattering theory,
the scattering pattern of ε has a sine function shape which propagates horizontally,
and that of δ shows different shapes by incident angle. In contrast, the scattering
patterns of all the parameters using the decomposed equation are isotropic because
the mono-component virtual sources act as explosive sources. This phenomenon
can lead to unwanted trade-off between model parameters. The coupled equation
which comprise vector-components can produce comparable scattering patterns
according to elastic scattering theory since the vector virtual sources can properly
describe the spatial derivative terms, but severe numerical errors appear during the
modeling process except for the elliptic condition.
To overcome these limitations of conventional methods, I proposed a new
strategy using the vector virtual sources by converting pressure wavefields into
displacement components based on the equation of motion and the staggered-grid
finite-difference method. With the new strategy, the forward and backward pressure
wavefields are obtained using the decomposed equation which has advantages of
modeling process, and the gradients are calculated by the new vector virtual sources
which originate from the coupled equation. To implement the adjoin-state method,
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the conversion matrix is required which converts the pressure wavefields to particle
displacements. The proposed method constructs the vector-based gradient which is
consistent with elastic scattering theory while retaining computational efficiency
with the mono-component-based modeling. Although the new strategy requires
additional computational cost, the total computing time for FWI is not significantly
increased since the pressure wavefields are acquired by the decomposed equation.
Using the new strategy, the correct scattering patterns for anisotropic
parameters were described compared to elastic VTI wave equation. Also, the
sensitivity kernels of all parameters were symmetric due to the vector-based
gradients. I analyzed the effect of the different radiation patterns on inversion
through the gradient in the simple syncline model, and the proposed method could
locate the syncline structure that conforms to the elastic scattering theory. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of the new strategy, acoustic VTI FWIs were
performed for the modified Marmousi-II model and the downsized BP model. I
applied the proposed method to the modified Marmousi-II model in the borehole
seismic experiment. While ε inverted using the conventional mono-component
virtual source suffered from severe trade-off with the P-wave velocity, ε inverted
using the proposed method was less affected by the P-wave velocity and updated
more smoothly. In contrast to ε, δ was updated with wider coverages based on the
gradient obtained from various incident angles using our method. FWIs of
downsized BP model were performed in surface seismic acquisition. According to
the configuration of source and receiver for surface seismic survey, the gradients of
anisotropic parameters representing the horizontal layer were not significantly
different between the conventional and proposed method, but for the dipping layer,
the anisotropic parameters were updated in the correct gradient by the proposed
method corresponding to elastic scattering theory.
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In conclusion, the new strategy for acoustic VTI FWI could estimate
anisotropic parameters in the correct gradient direction with low computational cost.
In borehole seismic acquisition with complex subsurface, the difference between
conventional and new method was clearly described in the inversion results.
Furthermore, it can be applied to TTI or orthorhombic media because the
decomposed equation is used for modeling and extended to 3D seismic data due to
its computational efficiency.
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초 록
변환된 파동장을 이용한 2 차원 횡등방성
탄성매질에서의 단일성분 기반 다변수 음향파
완전파형역산
탄성파 이방성은 전파 방향에 따른 속도를 결정하는 물성으로 복잡한
지하구조에 대한 구조보정 및 완전파형역산에 중요한 역할을 한다. 이방성
변수를 효율적으로 역산하기 위하여 탄성파동방정식으로부터 유사 음향파
방정식이 개발되었고, 단일 성분 기반 방정식과 벡터 기반 방정식으로
분류된다. 단일 성분 기반 유사 음향파 방정식은 계산 효율이 뛰어나고
안정적인 수치 모델링 수행이 가능하지만, 이방성 변수에 대한 편미분
파동장의 PP파 방사패턴이 탄성 산란 이론과 일치하지 않는다. 반면, 벡터
기반

유사음향파

방정식은

탄성파동방정식과

유사한

방사패턴을

구현하지만 모델링 수행 시 이방성 변수의 조건에 따라 수치 오류가
발생하여 역산 결과를 저하 시킨다. 이방성 변수를 포함한 다중변수 역산
수행 시, 안정적인 수치 모델링 및 탄성 산란 이론과 일치하는 방사패턴이
구현되어야 하며 기존 유사 음향파 방정식은 두 가지 조건을 동시에
만족시키지 못한다.
본 연구에서는 횡등방성 매질에 대한 기존 유사 음향파 방정식의
다중변수 역산 수행 시 발생하는 문제점을 해결하기 위하여, 단일
성분으로부터 변환된 유사 벡터 파동장으로 최대경사방향(gradient)을
구현하는 전략을 제시한다. 유사 벡터 파동장은 단일 성분 기반 유사 음향파
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방정식으로부터 계산되는 압력 파동장을 반격자 모델링과 운동방정식을
통해 얻을 수 있으며 벡터 기반의 가상송신원(virtual source)를 구축한다.
최종적으로

수반행렬(adjoint-state)

조건을

만족시키는

변환행렬을

역전파 파동장에 적용하여 벡터 기반의 최대경사방향을 계산할 수 있다.
새로운 기법을 통해 단일 성분 기반 유사 음향파 방정식으로 안정적이고
효율적인

모델링을

수행할

수

있고

탄성

산란

이론에

부합하는

최대경사방향으로 이방성 변수를 역산할 수 있다.
주요어 : 음향파 모델링, 횡등방성, 탄성파 완전파형역산, 방사패턴,
다중변수
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